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Abstract-we propose and analyze a two level method of discretizing the nonlinear Navier-Stokes 
equations. This method has optimal accuracy and requires neither iteration nor the solution of more 
than a very small number of nonlinear equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Navier-Stokes equations describing the how of an incompressible fluid: 
-Re-‘Au+(u.V)u+$=i, - -- in fl, 
V.t_J=O, in 0, (1.1) 
u = 0, on dR. - 
This has the variational formulation given as follows. Define X := (I?1(fl))2, Q = L:(R) = 
{r(x) E L2(0) : Lr(x) dx = 0). Seek (2,~) E (X, Q) satisfying 
&, 2) + bSKEW (2; &g) + c(P, %!I = (1, g>, 
C(%U) = 0, 
for all (2, q) E (X, Q), where 
(l-2) 
a&w) := Re-’ 
s 
(vzl) : (52) dx, 
cl 
II@; v, to) := J (g. V)vudx, &KEW (14; g, w) := f [b(% 2, u) - b&l; z, g>], 
n 
&v) := (V. vbdz, J and (f,v) := J f.gdx. R n 
We consider the approximate solution of (l.l), (1.2) by a two level, finite element procedure. To 
this end, Let lIh(n), IIH(Q) denote two finite element meshes with H >> h. These are associated 
with the pair of Velocity-Preassure finite element spaces 
G@,Q? and WH,QH), 
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which we assume satisfy the inf-sup (or L.BB) condition and are nested: XH c Xh c X, QH c 
Qh c Q, and for p= h and H 
where C is a positive constant independent of h and H. 
The solution procedure is then given as follows: 
ALGORITHM 1. 
STEP 1. Solve the following nonlinear, coarse mesh problem. Seek (gH,pH) E (XH, QH) satis- 
fying: for all (cH, qH) E (XH, QH) 
d~H,ltH) + bSKEW(g H;2LHYVH) + c(pH,ZtH) = (f,VH), 
c(qH,gH) = 0. 
(1.3) 
STEP 2. Solve the following linear, fine mesh problem. Seek (gh,ph) E (Xh,Qh) satisfying: for 
all (vh, qh) E (Xh, Qh) 
&h,vh) + bSKEW(Zlh;&& + hKEW(ZdH;Zdh,Zlh) - kKEW(8;!hH,Ih) + C(ph,Zh) 
= (f,zh), 
(1.4a) 
c(q”& = 0. (1.4b) 
Algorithm 1 can obviously be applied recursively in Step 1 to the SH problem to further reduce 
the number of nonlinear equations which need to be solved. We analyze Algorithm 1 herein in the 
most fundamental case, where a unique solution to (1.1) exists. Specifically, under a well-known 
smallness condition on the data and/or Reynolds number, (23) below. In a subsequent report 
(currently in preparation) the nonunique case of large Reynolds number is treated with similar 
conclusions. 
The basic result we prove details the scaling H N hV required to ensure that the result ah of 
Algorithm 1 is quasi optimally accurate in Xh without any iteration. The result is given precisely 
in Theorem 2.1 in Section 2. Loosely speaking, it states 
THEOREM 1.1. [See Theorem 2.1 in Section 21. Suppose (X,h, Qh), (XH, QH) satisfy the inf-sup 
condition. Assume either a uniqueness condition for (1.1) and H, h axe sufficiently small or a 
related discrete uniqueness condition in Xh, X H. Then, for R in W3 the error satisfies 
121--14h I1 +Ib-PhIlo I C{&lfJ14-Vhll + ,f$ IIP - XIII + m - zd” 11y2111 - dy2. I 
As an application of Theorem 1, suppose 
,j$, 12 - vhll+ $$, IIP - xhllo I Chllfllo, (1.5) 
as holds with the pair (Xh, Qh) given by the linear-constant Crouzeix-Raviart pair (71, the “Mini- 
Element” pair of Arnold, Brezzi and Fortin [l] or the new parallel element of Layton and Ra- 
bier [17]. If (1.5) holds in (XH,QH) as well, with “h” replaced by “H”, then balancing error 
terms on the R.H.S. of (1.5) suggests that a scaling given by 
h-H”, v = 5/2 in R3, (improvable to ZJ = 3 in W2) (1.6) 
ensures optimal accuracy of gh. With the scaling (1.6) using Algorithm 1 as a three level method 
Ho >> HI > h, 
HI = H,“, h = H,V = HP, 2u = 5 in W3, 2u = 6 in R2, 
ensures that virtually no nonlinear equations need be solved. 
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Algorithm 1 exploits the fact that the Navier-Stokes equations contain a quadmtic nonlinearity. 
To our knowledge, the 2-level discretization procedure for elliptic boundary value problems, with 
the correctly specified accompanying scaling, is due to Xu [23]. Alternately, multilevel methods 
can also be used as a solution procedure for the nonlinear equations in Xh, see Hackbusch [16, 
Chapter 91 for this approach. 
There are (at least) three different lines of research where somewhat similar ideas occur: the 
mesh independence principle for Newton-type methods, see, e.g., [2,10,19,20] defect correction 
methods see, e.g., [3,4,6,11,12,16,19,21] and adaptive grid processes, see, e.g., [18]. The connection 
with the mesh independence principle is clear since Theorem 1 ensures that if one is satisfied 
with an approximate solution with the same asymptotic error as the underlying discretization, 
one (l!) Newton step suffices when beginning with a very coarse mesh approximation. As such, 
the resulting method is in fact a defect correction method: a sort of terminated iterative method is 
used actually as a discretization procedure! See, e.g., Bohmer, Henker and Stetter [6] for a survey 
and [3,4,11,12] and Roos [21] for this idea of iterative methods as discretization procedures as 
applied to convection dominated problems. Defect correction has also been used as in a posteriori 
error estimator see, e.g., Liu and Rheinboldt [18]. (In this approach estimates are obtained using 
a local refinement of the problem linearized about the previous mesh, [18; equation (3.6)]-a very 
similar idea to that of Algorithm 1.) 
Our notation is all standard. ]I . 110 denotes the usual L2 norm, modified in the usual manner 
for vector valued functions, and 1 . Ile the lath order Sobolev semi-norm. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We begin with a few elementary identities. Note that since the nonlinearity in (1.1) is quadratic, 
we use an exact identity (in Lemma 2.2). 




= (14.ml&- (W7)EH - (zlH *y)g+@ .y7#, 
and the identity follows by rearrangement. I 
LEMMA 2.2. Define b(g;z,~) = J(g.FJ_._d V W z and bSKEW&;&!,%) = @(X21, U) - b(Z; U,V)] 
for g,v,g E (H1(i2))d. Then foriH E (N1(R))d 
b(u;u,v) = b(wP721) + b(dyw) - b(d%P,v) + b(u-zlH;14-gH,2) 
&KEW (ti,% 2) = k.KEW (2, aH, c> + &KEW (UH; 2, V) 
-bsKEw(UH;UH,21)+bsKEw(U-14H;ZL--H,~). 
PROOF. These identities follow from the previous one by tracing through the definitions of b and 
bsKEw. I 
Note that by introducing, as usual, the discretely divergence free spaces VH, Vh by 
Vh := {vh E Xh : c(qh,gh) = 0 for all qh E Qh} 
(similarly for VH), (1.4) can be rewritten as: 
seek uh E Vh satisfying: 
o(ah,vh) + bsKzw(ah;21H,Uh) + bsKnw(UH;tih,Zlh) = (f,Uh) + bsKnw(&H;aH,gh) 
for all gh E Vh. 
(2.1) 
The following lemma uses standard arguments. 
CbM44 26:2-D 
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LEMMA 2.3. Assume (Xh, Qh) satisfies the inf-sup condition. Then (2.1) is equivalent to (1.4a,b). 
Using Lemma 2.1 note that (1.2) can be rewritten as: u E X satisfies 
a(% g) + bSKEW (% gH I g) + &KEW (%*; u, g) - &KEW (gH, gH, g> 
+ bsKEW(z - UH,% -.tiH,c) + c(P,v> = (f,2/>. 
Letting zh E Vh be given and defining $J = gh - uh, gh = u - uh, subtraction now gives the 
error equation: 
&#‘h,gh) + bsKEW($h,!&H,ch) + b sKEW(Uh,gh,v) - 
= “(2h,g) + bsKEW(gh,UH,Y) + &KEW(aH,gh,Zlh) (2 2) 
+~~KEw(U-~~,U-C~,%!~)+~(~-X~,Z~), . 
holding for any (vh,xh) E (Vh,Qh). (2.2) is the basic error equation for Algorithm 1. 
Define following, e.g., Girault and Raviart [13,14] the (finite) quantities 
N := sup I &KEW (U; U, U) I 
!iZ,W~V 11411 I41 I41 ’ 
NH := sup 
I~SKEW (gH, zHwH) I 
14H,gH,EH~VH IlkHI lIPI lIPI ’ 
Nh,H := sup 
IbSKEW(!&h;gH,xh)\ 
7 




VH,;;VH kiHil kHb khll 
KhEVh 
In Girault and Raviart [13,14] it is shown that under the inf-sup condition NH 4 N as H + 0. 
Essentially the same argument also demonstrates that Nh,H -+ N as h, H + 0. 
In this report, we focus on the case when (1.1) (1.2) poses a unique solution. In particular, 
we quote the following well-known result, proven, e.g., in [7,8,13,14,15,22]. Lemma 2.4 is also 
known, we give its (short) proof for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose the data, domain and Reynolds number satisfy 
I(f7dl 
Re2 Nlfl* < 1, IfI* := sup -. 
2EV Ml (2.3) 
Then, the solution (2,~) to (1.1) exists and is unique. 
Henceforth, we shall always assume the condition (2.3). 
LEMMA 2.4. Solutions to (1.3) exist and satisfy lyHll I Re IfI*. Suppose Re2 N~lfl* < 1. 
Then the solution gH to (1.3) is unique. If (2.3) holds and H is sufficiently small then LH exists 
uniquely also. 
PROOF. In (1.3) set gH = aH, qH = pH. This gives 
Rem1 lzlHI? = (f,tiH) 5 IfI* 1~1~11, 
whence laH 11 5 Re IfI*. This a priori bound ensures that solutions to (1.3) exist. For uniqueness, - 
let a?2 be two solutions to (1.3) and ZH their difference z H = gy - gf. Then 
F&T-l IZHl2 = a(ZH,ZH) + b($;ZH,ZH) 
= a(ufQH) + b(@; uf, ZH) - (a(& ZH) + b(u~uf, 2”)) 
=b(2121;212H,21H-~~)--b(UP,‘IL~,’1LB--~) 
= -b(ZH,&ZH) 5 NH(Z~I:I&(I < N~hlflelZ~I:. 
Thus IzHll = 0 provided (1 - NH Re2 IfI+) > 0. I 
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LEMMA 2.5. Given a solution gH to (1.3), suppose 
Re2Nh,Hlfl* < 1, 
then the solution gh to (1.4) exists uniquely and satisfies 
lzlh11 5 (1 - h2 Nh,Hlfl*)-‘(1 + h2 NH,hIfi*) IfI** 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
PROOF. Setting @ = gh and qh = ph in (1.4) yields 
b3-l Iiihl: - &,HIghl::lgHII 5 a(d ’ 7% )kmv(Uh,EH,Uh) + kxEW(lLH,&& 
I Ifl*ldlI + NY,hlZIHl~ld(l. - 
Using the a priori bound for gH, lgH(r 5 Re IfI* gives 
(Rem1 -Nh,H Re lfl*)l~~l~ I I& + NH,h Re2 If/f, 
which is the a ptiori bound. Existence and uniqueness now both follow since the problem (1.4) 
is linear. I 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose the uniqueness condition (2.4) holds. Define a := 1 - Re2 Nh,nI f I* > 0. 
Then the error g- ah satisfies 
lZl-Uhll+IIP-PhllOIC inf ((1 +c~-~)lu--v~lr +CRe2 IfI*a-‘J~--hl~‘211~-~ h l/2 
t&Xh 
- II0 } 
+ n-lCxbllh Ilp - xhllo + Ccr-1(lg - 11Hl(;‘2)g - ?qHIy2. 
For the error analysis we begin with (2.2) under the uniqueness condition (2.4). Settingch = gh 
in (2.2), using skew-symmetry of bsKEw (., . , .) and the usual bounds on bsKEW(., ., .) gives: 
(be1 -Nh,Hl~HldlhI? I Rem’ ~J~III$~II + IIP - x~IIoI$J~II 
+ bsmw(~h;zH,&Y + bsmzw(sH;gh,$h) + kmw(U -UHz - 2GH,gh). 
(2.6) 
The last three terms on the R.H.S. are bounded using e.g., Temam [22; p. 12 see also equa 
tion (2.29)]. This gives in dimension d = 2 or 3 (with improvement in the quadratic term in 
dimension d = 2) 
IbsKEw(UH,gh,$h) +bsKEw(gh,ZLH,$h)t < C(d,W 1rlh11/2 IUHb kjhb 
lbsmw(U-ZH;U-G _ H,$h) I C(d,R)lu-~Hl~,21v-~HI~ l$hl~ 
I Cllzl- 14Hll:‘2 II4 - UHf2 Ighll. 
(2.7) 
Using (2.7) in (2.6), cancelling common terms and using appropriate embedding inequalities gives 
(RR-’ -NwhHld I”11 I Rem1 lyhll + ClgHl~ llghll~/2 11~~~11~‘~ 
+ IIP - xhllo + CllzL - lHlly2 (14 - 81;‘“. 
Inserting the bound lgH I r I Re IfI + and using the triangle inequality yields the result where the 
infimum is taken over vh E Vh. Since the inf-sup condition is assumed to hold, the infimum over 
Vh may be replaced by a constant multiplying an infimum over Xh, Girault and Raviart 1131. 
This gives the desired bound for 1~ - ~~11, the pressure bound in Theorem 2.1 is obtained by 
classical techniques [13,12] using the inf-sup condition. 
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